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The fine structure of weak Langmuir turbulence spectra produced by induced scattering by ions is studied.
The spectrum is found to be stationary only at a small turbulence level (WlnT «krD IN)(Mlm)1I2, where
N is the number of particles in the Debye sphere). Otherwise the spectrum is nonstationary and consists of
solitons moving in k-space and absorbed in the small-wave-number region via a Langmuir-collapse
mechanism. Depending on the excitation conditions, the spectrum can be regular or can consist of discrete
harmonics. The analytic deductions are confirmed by numerical calculations.
PACS numbers: 52.35.Js

INTRODUCTION

The study of Langmuir turbulence, namely a plasma
state characterized by a high level of excited Langmuir
waves, is one of the principal problems of plasma physics (see[I,2 J). The reason is that in many important
methods of plasma heating, for example by a relativistic
beam or a laser pulse, the energy is initially transferred
to the Lagnmuir waves, and only then is it converted into
heat. At the same time, the physics of Langmuir turbulence of the plasma involves many various phenomena
the study of which is of considerable general interest.
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Here fo(v) is the ion distribution function; Yk includes
the linear damping and the growth increment of the
Langmuir waves; the term fk takes into account the influence of the thermal noise and of four-plasmon scattering, while wk describes the law of dispersion of the
Langmuir waves. We shall henceforth assume for simplicity that fk = f = const and Yk = -Yo outside the finite
The present paper is devoted to the study of Langmuir region of k-space (yO is the collision damping). Then as
Ikl - ao we have nk - no = f/2yo.
turbulence in the case when the main mechanism of the
nonlinear interaction of the Langmuir oscillations is
In the derivation of (1), the ion-sound oscillations
their scattering by plasma ions. This mechanism plays
were assumed to be "static," namely it was assumed
the decisive role in an isothermal plasma at not too
that the time of the nonlinear processes greatly exceeds
large turbulence intensities (see [1-4J ).
the damping time of the ion sound. This is correct if[6J
Recent numerical experiments (4,5J have shown that
(2)
the evolution of weakly turbulent spectra due to induced
scattering by ions do not correspond to the traditional
Here Ys and Ws are the damping and the frequency of the
concepts of relaxation within the framework of the kinetic ion sound.
equation with a collision term. The turbulence spectra
Equation (1) is valid also for a plasma in a magnetic
turned out to be Singular, concentrated in k-space, on
field, if wH/wP « 1. In this case the magnetic field can
surfaces, lines, or even in individual pOints. In many
be taken into account only in the wave dispersion law wk:
cases the spectra turn out to be essentially nonstationary. The theory of Singular spectra concentrated on
(3)
lines and surfaces (jet theory) was developed in (4J.
In the present paper we show that the one-dimensional
jets in k-space, which are produced in most methods of
Langmuir-wave excitation, have as a rule a fine structure in the form of intensity oscillations. If the instability increment is spectrally narrow, as is the case in
parametric excitation of the waves, then the jets break
up into chains of discrete peaks. Localized perturbations-solitons-can propagate both along the jet and
along the chain of peaks. At not too small turbulence
intensities, no stationary spectrum is produced, and the
solitons are periodically detached from the instability
region. In this case, the energy absorption in the plasma
has an oscillatory character.

Equation (1) can have a stationary solution no(k)
for which

>0
(4)

We put
n(k, t)=n.(k)+6n(k, t)+ ... ,

6I!klno(k)¢:1.

From the linearized equation (1) follows the relation [7J
~J lin'(k, t) dk+2fJ lin'(k) dk=O.
dt

n. (k)

no' (k)

(5)

which shows that Jdk6n\k, t)/no(k) relaxes with a reciprocal time 2f/no ~ Yo.

1. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS

At fk = 0, the relaxation time is infinite. This unex. pected fact shows that the stationary solutions of (1), if
The kinetic equation describing the evolution of the
they do exist, have a small stability margin. A numerspectrum of the Langmuir turbulence produced in the
plasma by induced scattering by ions is of the form [1,2, 4J ical calculation carried out within the framework of jet
theory has shown [4J that the spectra of the Langmuir
a~. =2 (1.+ ST•• -n.'dk') no+fo,
turbulence are quasi-one-dimensional in a number of
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important cases. This fact can be simply explained. As
seen from (1). the most strongly interacting are waves
with parallel k and k'. Therefore, if initially the exciting
spectrum of the oscillations is narrow with respect to
angle, then this property is preserved also with time. In
addition, many important mechanisms of nonlinear damping of waves, primarily the process of coalescence of
two Langmuir waves into one electromagnetic wave, do
not exist for one -dimensional spectra, so that additional
absorption of the waves that disturb the one-dimensionality takes place. The same property is possessed also
by induced scattering by electrons. In addition, a strong
factor that leads to one-dimensionality is the magnetic
field. As seen from (4), at wHlwp ~ krD the corrections
to the dispersion law, necessitated by the magnetic field,
become equal to the thermal corrections, and at
1 »wHlwp »krD »vT Ic the entire kinetics of the
Langmuir waves becomes one-dimensional.
We present the explicit form of the one-dimensional
equations:

a (k)
+=2
(1A+J• T(k+k')n(k')dk' )n(k)+f"
(6)

where L(~) is the function L(k, w) from (1) for the onedimensional case. The function P(q) differs from zero if
k + k' "'" kdiff ~ (m/M)l12/rD' Therefore at k »kdiff
only waves with opposite signs of k interact. If furthermore the spectrum is symmetrical, i.e., n(k) = n(-k),
then Eq. (6) takes the simpler form

an~:)

=2( "+_i T(k-k')n(k')dk')n(k)+f,.

(6')

Another important approximation is the "peak
kinetics" approximation. Assume that initially the waves
lie in a small region of k-space near k ~ ko »kdiff , An
analysiS of the matrix element shows that the waves
interacting most strongly with the initial ones are those
located along the vector ko near the points ko ± kdiff . In
this case the waves in the vicinity of the point -k o + kctiff
will grow, and those in the vicinity of the point
± ko - kdiff will attenuate. If the initial noise level is
small. then a peak with width Ak «kctiff s produced
near the point -k o + kdiff' Repeating this reasoning, we
arrive at the conclusion that the spectrum in k-space
will comprise after a certain time a linear sequence of
peaks located near the points ± (ko - nkdiff)'
Assuming that the intensities of all the peaks differ
from the nOise, we represent the distribution nk in the
form
nl

the actual peak widths Ak « kctiff do not enter in these
equations. Nonetheless, these peaks must not be too
narrow (AkrD)2 »W InTe' for otherwise the quasimonochromatic peaks will experience automodulation
instability.
2. STATIONARY REGIMES

In the analysis of the solutions of (4) it is easy to
establish the possibility of realizing, depending on the
form of 'Yk' two principally different regimes-singular
and regular. We rewrite (4) in the form

.

1'+

Assuming the thermal noise to be small, fk - 0, we
simplify (9) to

.

1,+

ST(k-k')n.·dk'=O.

(10)

which is legitimate if nk does not vanish.
Equation (10) is a Fredholm equation of the first kind,
and its solution is extremely sensitive to the detailed
structure of the functions 'Yk andT(k) and may not exist
at all. We consider one particular example. We choose
'Yk and T(k) in the form
d

{(k-ko)'}

,,=10 dk exp --1\-,-'-

,

d
k' }
T(k)=-To-ex
p{-- .
dk
1\,'

Solving (10) by the Fourier method, we obtain
n,=

,0

211;;: To

6,
1
{(k-k o)'}
6, (1\,'-6,'),/' exp - 1\,'-1\,' .

(11)

The solution (11) is meaningful only at 01 > 02, i.e.,
in the case when the width of the increment 'Yk in k-space
exceeds the characteristic scale of the interaction T(k).
Formula (11) describes the peak in k-space concentrated
near k = ko and having a width (oi - 0~)1/2. At lit > Ih we
have the regular regime. As 01 - 02 we get nk
- 'Yo6 (k - ko)/To and a transition takes place to the
singular regime in the form of a single o-like peak.
At 01 < 62 we can no longer use Eq. (10). In this case
the distribution consists of several 6 -like peaks (see
also [7, 8J ).
Let us examine the regular regime in greater detail.
By virtue of the anti-symmetry of the kernel T(k), the
following relations hold:

J
~

T(A=O)=

T(k)dk=O,

~

"( (1.=0) = L 1 (k) dk=O,

nJ

n=O

Eq. (1) now takes the form
aN,/Ot=Nnl 1,,+T(M,,_,-M,,+!)],

(7 )
{)M"/{)t=M,, ["{n+T (NH-N,,+,) ],

where T is the value of Tkk' with the largest absolute
value. In the symmetrical case we have Mn =Nn and (7)
reduces to the single equation

1 ~
T(A)= 2nL T(k)e'''dk.

Equations (7) and (8) describe the kinetics of the peaks;

1 ~
'( (A) = 2n L "f. e'''' dk.

(12)

This condition was satisfied in the case considered in
Sec. 2. Generally speaking, in a real situation this is not
so. Actually, the distribution nk differs from zero only
in a certain interval kmin < k < k max . Therefore Eq.
(10) must be replaced by an equation of the Wiener-Hopf
type
1.+

......
ST(k-k')n(k')dk'=O

(13)

","I"

with the additional conditions

(8)
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(9)

For a regular solution (10) to exist, we must stipulate

n,= ~Nn1\(ko-nkdifl)+ EMn1\(-ko+nkdifl)'

81

S T(k-k')nA,dk'=-j./2n•.

n(km'n) =n(kmu ) =0

and the requirement n(k)
V. E. Zakharov et al.

> 0 at

k min

< k < k max .

If the
81

condition of the regular approximation is satisfied with
a margin and if the characteristic scale of the variation
of Yk is large (6k »kdiff ), then Eq. (13) can be simplified to the form
q=

-

ST(k)kdk.

(14)

which corresponds to the differential approximation. In
this case
(15)
The point kmax corresponds to the upper instability
limit y(kmax ) = 0: Obviously, the pOint kmin is now determined from the relation

Thus, condition (20) is simultaneously the condition
for the realization of a "purely weakly-turbulent"
regime. When the absolute condition is satisfied, strong
turbulence takes place in the range of small numbers
and weak turbulence in the range of large wave numbers.
The latter is now essentially nonstationary.

3. NONSTATIONARY REGIMES
Singular and regular regimes are possible also in the
nonstationary case. We consider first the regular
regime. Assume that initially there are in k-space region where we can neglect the damping and the thermal
noise. Equation (1) takes in this region the form
an. =2n.

at

J 't.dk=O.

(16)

The entire reasoning given above is valid provided
only that the homogeneous equation

.....

S T(k-k')n.· dk'=O

ST(k-k')n; dk'.

(21)

_~

We consider solutions of (21) in the form of waves
traveling with constant velocity v towards the smaller
wave numbers. We note that the kernel in (21) can be
represented in the form

(17)

T(k-k')=

o~ S(k-k'}, SS(k)dk=q,

(22)

"min

has no nontrivial solutions. In the case when the differential approximation is valid, this means that the function T(A) must have no zeroes. If such zeroes do exist,
T(±A n) = 0, it is possible to add to the solution oscillating terms
(18)
where nOk is given by (15). To calculate the constants
An' we multiply (14) by exp{±iAnk} and integrate with
respect to k. As a result we obtain a set of integral conditions

.....
Jdkexp {±iA.k} {1.+2/.[ n..+ ~ (An exp {i)...k}

""'In

+A; exp {-i)...k})]

} =0,

.

which determine An and Ari: In spite of the smallness of
fk' these quantities may turn out to be comparable with
nk' In the presence of additional zeroes of T(A), the
"jet" designed by (18) has an additional oscillatory
structure. Analyzing expression (6) for T (0, we can
show that the function T(A) has no additional zeroes in a
plasma with hot ions, at Ti »Te' A zero arises at
Ti/Te "" 1; the exact value of this ratio depends on the
detailed structure of the ions distribution function. At
Ti «Te there are always additional zeroes, and the jet
has an OSCillatory structure.
For the usual arrangement of the increments y(O)
the condition (12) can be satisfied only if

< 0,

-J
•

'Y.dk<O.

This leads to the condition for the existence of the abovedescribed stationary regime in the form of an inequality
for the instability increment:
(20)
If the inequality (20) is not satisfied, we get an accumu-

lation of the Langmuir energy in a state with k = 0,
meaning the formation of a Langmuir condensate. As
soon as the condensate greatly exceeds the level of the
thermal noise, it becomes unstable and this leads to the
appearance of Langmuir collapse and to establishment
of strong turbulence in the region of small wave numbers.
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In (1+x.) = 2n. S- S(k-k')x.'dk'.
v _""

(23)

« 1, the characteristic dimension of the solution in k-space is 6k »kdiff' then

If X max

S(k-k') =q[o(k-k'}+akd/fI'Il"(k-k'»).

Here O! is a dimensionless parameter. Equation (23) now
takes the form
a~
cl'x
x'
2qn.
(24)
-k'<tl--x+---=O· ~=-.
2

(19)

_I

where S( ~) is a positive function that decreases as I~ I
00. We assume that nk no as Ikl - 00, Making the
substitution a/at - va/ok, we integrate (22) (x = nino - 1):

1-~

dk'

v

2(1-M'

Equation (24) has at 0 < {3
creases on both sides

<1a

solution that de-

1-~)'1'

x,=3(1-Mch-' ( 4ap

k

-.
k"/1

(25)

The solution (25) is a solitary wave-a soliton-and is
valid at 1 - {3 «1. In the same approximation, the nonstationary equation (21) reduces to the well known
Korteweg-de Vries equation
1 ax,
ax,
ax,
2
o'x,
- - " =(1-p)--ilx.--apk.. n -.-.
v at
ok
ok
ok'

The characteristic scale of the soliton
kdiff [40!{3/(1 - (3)]112 »kctiff decreases with decreasing
{3. We consider Eq. (23) in the limiting case as {3 - O.
The characteristic scale of the soliton should now be
small in comparison with kctiff, and Eq. (23) can be
simplified to
x,=exp (pS(k)N)-1.

Here
kdill
S(k)=-S(k)-1,
q

1

N=-

S·

kdill_~

x,dk.

The dimensionless parameter N is the ratio of the number of quasiparticles in the soliton to the number of
"background" particles over the dimension k diff ·
To determine N it is necessary to solve the transcendental equation
1 ~
N=-S [exp(pS(k)N)-1) dk.

(26)

kdif!_cc
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{j=N,a,

Using the narrowness of the soliton, we can put in (26)
(27)

S(k) =S,( I-k'iko') ,

where ko

~

kctiff'

b'=1/2a,

s=l5Iln a.

The soliton has a velocity

Calculating the integral, we obtain
N",, _ _
l_~ew
(2n~N) 'I.

kd<J1

•

from which it follows, with logarithmic accuracy, that
N ~ {3-1In {3-1 as (3 - 0, and the characteristic scale of the
soliton is

Since the real parameter of this approximation is the
quantity In- 112 (11!3), it is valid only at very small {3.
Nonetheless, a comparison of the two limiting cases
allows us to assume that the solution of the soliton type
exists in the entire interval 0 < {3 < 1. Then in practically the entire interval, with the exception of the vicinity
of its ends, the soliton dimension is ~k ~ k diff . Inasmuch
as {3 ~ I/v, we can state that the soliton dimension depends little on the velocity. However, the soliton intensity does depend on the velocity in an essential manner.
There exists a minimal velocity Vo = 2qno;as v - Vo we
have N ~ (vivo - 1)112, and at v »vo we get
N ~ (vivo) In (vivo). Expressing the velocity in terms of
the maximum soliton amplitude and the noise amplitude,
we obtain

We note that, as shown by Manakov, [l1J Eq. (8) with
Yinst = 0 is a perfectly integrable dynamic system,
within the framework of which one can obtain exact
formulas describing soliton conditions. It is shown by
the same token that the solitons are repelled from one
another. The same (at Y = 0) is true of the system (7).
At Yinst » Yok/kctiff' the nonstationary regime constitutes a successive detachment of the solitons from the
instability region.
Let us estimate the parameters of this process. To
this end we consider the interaction of two peaks,
aN,Iat=N, ('Y inst-TN,) ,

aN,IOt=TN,N"

(29)

of which the first is in the instability region and the sec0nd is at a distance kctiff from this region. At t = 0 we
have N1 = N2 = No. The system (29) has an integral
N,+N,-2N'=1instN,ITN,.

The maximum amplitude is reached when the intensities
of both peaks are comparable; at N 1,2 IN 0 » 1 we obtain
with logarithmic accuracy
N
m~

_ ~ linst ln
2

T

linst.

2TN,

(30)

The characteristic time of the process is
Actually the dependence of the velocity on the thermal
noise is weaker, since nmax (if nmax »no) is also proportional to In no. Therefore in fact the velocity is determined only by the parameters of the increment:
v ~ Yinstk. The soliton can manage to become attenuated
by the collisions before reaching the region of small k,
if yok o > v, which coincides with the criterion for the
existence of a stationary solution of (21). When the soliton is damped, it is slowed down and ultimately the soliton is stopped. Within the framework of the Kortewegde Vries equation, the solitons are repelled (see,
e.g., [9J ); this probably takes place also within the
framework of the more exact equation (22). The establishment of the stationary state can therefore be represented as a result of slowing down of solitons.
In the opposite case Yinst > yokol~k, the soliton
does not have time to slow down and is absorbed only in
the collapse region. Then there are no grounds for expecting a stationary state to be established; this conclusion is confirmed (see below) by results of numerical
experiments. In the case of a narrow instability increment and when a condition inverse to (21) is satisfied, a
nonstationary singular regime described by Eq. (10) or
(11) is realized.
It was shown in [10J that Eq. (8) has at Yinst = 0 an
exact solution in the form of a soliton that travels along
a chain of peaks:

I-b+:ch6~

).

The quantities 6, b, and s are obtained from the equations
6[ (I-b) '+b' sh' (6Is) 1=2N,( i-b) (l-b+a) sh (6Is),
6(1-b)=No(2~2b+a)

sh (618),

At a » 1 we have approximately
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(31)
does not depend on the thermal-noise level. Strictly
speaking, formula (30) contains also factors of the type
In In(Yinst/2TFo), which are set equal to unity in order
of magnitude.
When the plasma is heated by a high-frequency field
or by relativistic electron beams, the condition (20) is
easily violated. In parametric heating the inertia interval is usually quite large (ko/kdiff ~ 10 in experiments
with hydrogen plasma; for the ionosphere k/kdiff
~ 15-20), and the instability increment
Wp'.

( Wo-W. )

1(k)=-,-lmG - , - ,
2noT
,CVTi

where G is given by (1), has half the width of the diffusion
interval. Therefore under parametric instability a singular regime is always realized, and is stationary or nonstationary, depending on the excess over the threshold.
When the plasma is heated by a relativistic electron
beam, the instability increment is maximal on the line
wp = kzc (the z axis is directed along the beam axis) [4J :
n' me'},
J
UJp'!

·1",","""',,-;;£ (.'1.6)' k'c"

(28)

Nn(t) =F(Tt-nls-T,) ,

where
F(£)=No( 1+

The average energy flux to the plasma

where n' is the density, E is the energy, and ~e is the
angle scatter of the beam electrons. The bulk of the energy is released at k ~ wp/c, and the inertia interval is
small even in a thermonuclear plasma. The characteristic width of the increment has a modulus k ,..; w p (6e)2/c.
Therefore a regular regime of the turbulence spectra is
possible only for beams with very large angle scatter:

6=2Nosh (6Is).

(!!.8) ,> (mIM),I·clvT.

In the opposite case, a regular distribution of the oscilV. E. Zakharov et al.
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lations takes place near the line of the resonance of the
waves with the beam particles w/k z ~ c, and a singular
spectrum is obtained in the region k < w/c.
Owing to the relative smallness of ko/kctiff' the turbu1ence is as a rule nonstationary in the case of beam
heating. The presence of oscillations, in the region of
large angles, on the resonance line w/kz = c does not
make it possible to apply to it the one-dimensional model,
and a complete investigation of this case is possible only
with the aid of a computer.
4. ROLE OF LAGNMUIR COLLAPSE

As already mentioned, in those cases when there is a
nonstationary regime and the Langmuir plasmons do not
have time to be damped by the collisions, condensation
of the plasmons takes place in the states with k = 0,
followed by development of collapse.
Two collapse regimes are possible (see [6 J ). If the
intensity of the condensate is W/nT e < m/M, then a subsonic collapse develops. The effective reciprocal time
of the condensate damping due to the collapse is
1eff""CIl p (Mlm) 'J. (WlnT.)'''.

Comparing the energy flux into the plasma (31) with the
energy dissipation in the collapse, we obtain
WlnT'~(l inst 100p) '/'(mIM) 't..

(32)

This regime takes place if
(33)

1 inst ICIlp<mIM.

The charac.teristic width Ok of the collapSing condensate
in k-space is determined from the condition
WlnT,~(6krD)'

and is of the order of
In this regime, the collapse has no Significant influence

on the weak-turbulence region kdiff

< k < ko.

At W/nTe > m/M, the collapse is supersonic. The
reciprocal time of its development now takes the form
1eff~CIlp(mIM) ,/, (l/C1lp)'/'

For the intensity of the condensate we now have

G(x, x')=T",.ITm ..,
'Y'=1,,/"!mru:;

x=2kI3k di l/;

T=l mox t;

Nx=nxT m=I"!ma:eo

In typical variants, the number of points in modulo k was
200 (one diffusion interval spanned 15 points), and the
noise level was 10- 2_10- 4• For the increment we chose
the model expression
1'=1' exp [ - (k-k,) '16']-1.

In the first stage of experiments, <5 was chosen to be
much larger than kctiff-a ''broad'' increment. At large
excesses above threshold (yo» 1), a periodic detachment of the soliton takes place (see (28)), with a characteristic width on the order of kdiff (see Fig. 1). At small
excesses above threshold, a stationary regular distribution is established. The character of the establishment
coincides with that described in Sec. 3.
Figure 2 shows stationary spectra for different O. It
is seen that the envelope of these distributions is described sufficiently well by a differential approximation,
and the distribution itself is deeply modulated in accordance with the results of Sec. 2.
2. In the case of a narrow increment (0 < kdiff), the
distribution of the oscillations in modulo k is practically
independent of the exact value of <5 and has a singular
character. We present therefore the results of calculations only for parametric instability. Figure 3 shows the
motion of the soliton (28) over a chain of peaks in the
region of small k. Figure 4 shows the stationary distribution of the oscillations at Yinst/Yo = 4.37. The width of
the peaks is determined by the noise level and we can
obtain from (i)

The one-dimensional model investigated by us in this
paper was based essentially on the stability of the "jets."
This result was obtained in [4J for smooth distributions.
It can be shown that the singular spectra are unstable
with respect to oscillations propagating at large angles
to the jet. Therefore, in order to ascertain the limits of
applicability of the one-dimensional apprOXimation, a
number of numerical experiments were performed, in
which the two-dimensional equation (1) was solved in an
exact formulation. In typical variants, the number of
points was 100-110 in modulo k, and 32 with respect to

WlnT~(Mlm)"'(linst ICIl p)'/',

and for its spectral width
6k~kD (Mlm),/'(linst ICIlp)'I'>kdi!f'

In this case the collapse zone is bounded from below by
the region of weak turbulence.
If Yinst /wp > krD(m/M)1/2, then the turbulence is
strong and its character is independent of the temperature ratio in the plasma.

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

To check on the representations developed above concerning the structure of the Langmuir-turbulence spectra, we performed a series of numerical experiments.
Specifically, we considered the equation

10

FIG. I

"

zo

k/k<iff

FIG. 2

where K, T, N, y, G(K, K/), and f are dimensionless quantities defined by the relations

FIG. I. Distribution of Nk for the case of a "broad" increment in
the one-dimensional model for an infinite excess over the instability
threshold at three successive instants of time; Z is the point of the maximum increment.
FIG. 2. Distribution of Nk at small excesses over the instability thresholds for increments with different widths Il/kdiff·
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FIG. 3. Distribution of Nk for the case of parametric instability in
the one-dimensional model for large excesses above threshold and several
successive instants of time.
FIG. 4. Stationary distribution of Nk at 'Yo t = 100 for parametric
instability; the excess over threshold is 4.37.

FIG. 5. Level lines of the function In [N(k, cos O)/Nol for parametric
excitation of waves: a, b-at large excesses above threshold at two successive instants of time; c-the same level lines for a twofold excess above
the instability threshold ('Yo t = 60)_

FIG. 6. Level lines of the function
angle. The Frank-Nicholson difference scheme of secIn [N(k, cos O)/Nol for the case of pumpond order of accuracy in time was applied to Eq. (1). In
the integration with respect to angle, we used quadratures ing with a relativistic electIOn beam
('Yot = 20); t.e = 15°, 'Yinstl'Yo;:p 1.
of appropriate order of accuracy, which took into account
the singularity of the spectra.

In the first series of experiments, we studied the
parametric instability (33). It is seen from the results
(see Fig. 5) that the one-dimensional approximation describes satisfactorily the real situation, both qualitatively
and quantitatively.
The distribution of the oscillations excited by a relativistic electron beam with an angle spread 11 = 15° at
Yinst » yo is shown in Fig. 6. We see that in the inertia
region, k < wp/c, there are two "narrow jets" that are
well described by the one-dimensional model. The width
of the jets depends little on the angle spread of the particles in the beam and is much narrower than in the
parametric excitation of the waves (11 ~ 10°). On the
other hand, the distribution of the oscillations at
k > wpc is quite complicated.
We present plots of the energy flux
of the wave vector:

~

as a function

I

Q.=ffi p

S1.N, d cos 8

(34)

_I

-see Fig. 7. The sharp maxima at distances ~kdiff
along the jet (k cos 11 ~ wlc) show that in spite of the
smooth variation of the oscillation amplitude the width
of the jet pulsates strongly.

FIG. 7. Plot of the function (34)
(k;;;' wp/c) for the case of pumping
with a beam ('Yo t = 20).
0.0..,

n

\. 1\
k

and also a number of problems on the kinetics of turbulence in a magnetoactive plasma.
In light of the foregoing, the study of other problems of
Langmuir turbulence are also of general physical interest. Foremost among these is the problem of turbulence
in non-isothermal plasma. An important role in the
problem of beam heating is played by the study of the
turbulence in the case kctiff ;::: ko, when the principal
role is played by the interaction of one or several spectral peaks with collapsing COndElnSate. Finally, the study
of strong turbulence due to modified decay instability is
of fundamental interest.

CONCLUSION

As seen from all the foregoing, the main Langmuir
turbulence properties governed by the induced scattering
by the ions are determined primarily by the anti-symmetry of the kernel Tkk'; an important role is played by
the condition ko »kdiff' Equation (1) with anti-symmetrical kernel Tkk' describes, besides the Langmuir turbulence, a large class of plasma-turbulence problems,
primarily the problem of electromagnetic-wave energy
transport on account of scattering by electrons, to which
a number of papers have been devoted recently[3,12J,
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